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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is concerned with multiple-frame (multiframe) reconstructions 

using imagery acquired in dynamic imaging environments. Through several inter

esting examples, we address and relate the key concepts of information weighting, 

channel diversity and multiframe processing in the context of producing high resolu

tion estimates from severely degraded imagery. 

For the problem of space object identification, we look at methods for prepro

cessing a collection of atmospheric turbulence-degraded short-exposure images to 

improve the resolving power of estimation algorithms. Specifically, we examine the 

performance of using frame selection to extract the least degraded subset of images 

from an ensemble for processing. Several measures of image quality are compared 

against idealized standards to demonstrate their relative effectiveness for ranking 

highly the least degraded image frames. We also examine the resolving implication 

of removing additive background noise, resulting from the sky and telescope. Specif

ically, we show that background compensation acts as a defacto restoration of the 

compact object support and leads to furthering the resolving power of estimation 

algorithms. 

In the context of dilute aperture imagery, we look at methods for inducing channel 

diversity into a collection of measurements. With a diverse image set, we compute 

estimates using both a joint multiframe objective and an aggregated objective. We 
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then examine the implication of using joint or aggregate objectives in any estimation 

algorithm from a set-theoretic standpoint. 

Finally, we extend the classic Wiener filter for the multiframe case. The resulting 

formulation demonstrates that the appropriate weighting of image data allows for 

the worst frames to be included while improving the restoration. We discuss how 

this contradicts the earlier idea of frame selection and relates the multiframe Wiener 

filter to the dual information theoretic concept of "water-filling". 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 How Physics Limits Us 

Our view of the universe is limited by the capabilities of our instrumentation. In 

the absence of perfect measurements, we can only develop limited models of reality 

which maintain consistency with the available data. Nature itself prevents the ideal 

measurement of information through an optical system by the very wave-particle 

duality of light. The limiting aperture of an optical system introduces diffraction 

which fundamentally limits resolution. Additionally, the actual measurement process 

of the incident field at the image plane can only be accomplished by counting the 

light quanta (photons) as they arrive. Thus, we are prevented from acquiring an 

accurate measurement of even the diffracted object distribution. 

By modeling the limitations and distortions imposed by our instruments, there are 

methods of restoring the acquired information and recovering some of the information 

lost by the measurement process. There have been many methods offered in the 

literature for solving the inverse problem of estimation using a single observation [1-

10]. It interesting to consider the case where we have a collection of mecisurements. 

Furthermore, the condition that describe the data formation process need not be 

fixed. Aspects of the instrument as well as the external imaging conditions can be 

changing as the image frames are measured. More recently, methods for processing 
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a set of imagery into a consolidated estimate have been introduced, [11-14]. It is the 

estimation of the true object from data measured in dynamic imaging environments 

that is the focus of this dissertation. 

1.2 Overview of the Dissertation 

In Chapter 2, we go through the mathematical and statistical preliminaries of the 

forward imaging problem with the associated diffraction-limited imaging [15, 16] and 

photon-induced noise models, [17]. We subsequently review the notion of the inverse 

problem of estimation and the associated topic of super-resolution. In the course 

of this discussion, we review some of the standard single frame deconvolution algo

rithms. When considering a collection of observations, we look at several aggregation 

strategies for use with these single frame estimators. Additionally, we examine useful 

variations of the Poisson maximum a-posteriori (PMAP) algorithm, developed by 

Hunt, [10, 18, 19], to form super-resolved object estimates from multiple-frame (mul-

tiframe) imagery. A resulting reconstruction is said to be super-resolved, because 

the estimation contains relevant information about the object beyond the diffraction 

limit. 

In Chapter 3, we develop preprocessing strategies for estimation when faced with 

imagery measured using a fixed instrument in a dynamic environment. Specifically, 

we will be processing space object imagery that has been corrupted by atmospheric 

turbulence. The turbulence introduces random abberations into the collection of 

images. By selecting only the least abberated frames for processing, we demonstrate 

improved estimation performance. We also look at the resolution limitation imposed 
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by acquiring space object imagery in the presence of a bright sky. We demonstrate 

that the appropriate removal of an additive background is crucial to improving the 

resolving capabilities of the multiframe PMAP algorithm. 

In Chapter 4, we look at forms of channel diversity that are useful for overcoming 

the severe diffraction encountered in a dilute aperture imaging system. Unlike the 

random channel diversity induced by atmospheric turbulence, we deterministically 

vary physical aspects of the imaging system to generate useful variations in the pass-

band information. Using sets of images formed in wavelength diversity and pupil 

diversity cases, we compute object estimates. These reconstructions yield insight 

to the processing limitations of overcoming the severe diffraction of a dilute optical 

system using channel diverse imagery. 

In Chapter 5, we extend the standard Wiener filter to a multiframe algorithm. We 

first examine the performance of this restoration method on a simple one dimensional 

two frame scenario. We then reexamine the channel diversity cases of Chapter 4, 

demonstrating the superior ability of the multiframe Wiener filter over the aggregate 

Wiener filter approaches to reconstruct the original object. 

Finally we conclude in Chapter 6. Here, we summarize our key results and tie 

together the ideas of information weighting, channel diversity and multiframe pro

cessing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Image Formation and Restoration Preliminaries 

2.1 Image Formation - The Forward Problem 

In order to appreciate the true nature of the inverse problem of object restoration, 

it is necessary to understand the forward process of imaging. In imaging, an observa

tion is made by collecting only some of the light reflected or emitted from an object 

over a finite period of time. The particles of light, or photons, that are collected by 

the optical system to form an image are then detected by a photon counting process. 

Even with perfect instrumentation, the image only offers an incomplete view of the 

true object. The removal of these measurement errors are at the heart of any object 

estimation algorithm. 

In this section, the nature of imaging and the related mathematical models are in

troduced. First, the process of diffraction is described through Fourier optic methods. 

Afterwards, the effects of imaging by counting photons are modeled using Poisson 

statistics. These models will be central to the estimation algorithms presented in the 

succeeding sections. 

2.1.1 Fourier Optics 

For the sake of tractability, there are several nontrivial restrictions placed upon 

the imaging model. It is assumed that the objects are imaged incoherently with 
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monochromatic light using unaberrated optics. Furthermore, the images are formed 

in the Fraunhofer region of the optical system. These limitations yield a linear, shift 

invariant (LSI) imaging model with the primary form of image degradation resulting 

from diffraction. As such, the system is well described by the simple block diagram 

in Figure 2.1. 

Object Optical System Image 

f(x,y) ^ h(x,y) ^ g(x,y) 

Figure 2.1: Imaging as an LSI system. 

The resulting image g ( x , y )  is the original object f { x , y )  filtered by the point-

spread function (PSF) of the optical system h{x,y). As with all LSI systems, the 

output can be described by the spatial domain convolution of the input with the 

PSF, 

g { ^ , y )  =  f { x , y ) *  h { x , y )  (2.1) 

= 11 
J —CO*/ — oo 

The PSF characteristic is dependent on several system parameters. Essentially, the 

PSF is a function of the exit pupil of the optical system, p(x,i/), scaled by the 

wavelength of the incoming light. A, and the distance from the exit pupil to the 

imaging plane, (f,. The exit pupil is defined as the limiting aperture seen from the 

perspective of the image plane. With these basic parameters defined, the PSF for 

incoherent imaging is expressed as a scaled version of the Fourier transform of the 
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exit pupil function.' 

h( ^ — (^) 

S^JT„p{x',y')dx'dy' ' 

In the frequency domain, the filter characteristic of the system is referred to as the 

optical transfer function (OTF). It can be shown that the OTP is a scaled version 

of the complex autocorrelation of the exit pupil, [15]. The key result is that with a 

finite aperture, and thus a finite exit pupil, the OTF must be finite in extent as well. 

More simply stated, the OTF truncates the object spectrum, only passing a finite 

range of Fourier information to the image. This truncation is what makes the inverse 

problem of object restoration so difficult. .An excellent treatment of Fourier optics 

can be found in either [15] or [16]. 

2.1.2 Statistical Model for Imaging 

The effects of diffraction that are accounted for by equation (2.1) accurately depict 

the wave nature of light. In practice, however, images are formed by collecting 

and counting discrete photons arriving from the object. Thus, the image predicted 

by equation (2.1) will be experienced only after an infinite number of photons are 

collected. The difference from the limiting ideal case to what is experienced by 

'The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the exit pupil is given by 

= -^[pC-c.y)] 

- f [ p(2^, 
J — ooJ — 00 
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counting a finite number of photons can be modeled as a noise process, n { x , y ) .  

Disregarding the read-out noise introduced by a photon counting device (e.g. a CCD 

array), the noise process can be modeled as photon noise. Typically, the photon noise 

has two components: (1) photon emission from the object and (2) photon detection 

at the image plane. 

Both the emission and detection processes can be modeled by Poisson density 

functions^ , [17]. This "double" Poisson process is itself Poisson. The probability of 

detecting n photons at a particular location in the image plane is written as 

P,(,v = „} = 
nl 

The total number of the photons arriving from a particular object location is char

acterized by the average rate of photon emission, 6, multiplied by the imaging time. 

T. Upon arrival, the probability of a photon being counted is given by the detection 

efficiency of the photon counting device, TJ. Even with perfect efficiency {rj = I), 

the net probability will depend upon the object photon emission rate at a particular 

location. Thus n{x^y) is signal-dependent Poisson noise (SDPN) and equation (2.1) 

becomes 

g i ^ ^ y )  =  *  h { x , y ) }  Q n { x , y ) .  (2.4) 

The operator, 0, is a pointwise operator. This indicates that each position in the 

i m a g e  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  P o i s s o n  r a n d o m  v a r i a b l e  w i t h  i t s  m e a n  g i v e n  b y  f { x , y )  *  h ( x , y ) ,  

^ While the emission process itself is generally modeled by a Bernoulli sequence of trials, over a 

given time frame the photon emission count follows Poisson statistics. 
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assuming ideal detectors. The image itself is just a realization of this collection of 

random variables. 

2.2 Object Estimation - The Inverse Problem 

A key problem presented by the image formation process is the complete loss of 

object information beyond the optical cutoff frequency. From an operator standpoint, 

the PSF of an imaging system is a many-to-one mapping. That is, for a single image 

measurement there is an infinite set of admissible solutions which exist in the null-

space of the PSF operator as stated by 

S f  =  :  f i x )  *  h { x )  -  g { x )  = o} (2.5) 

The difference between the true object and any of the other admissible solutions to 

t h e  i n v e r s e  p r o b l e m  i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  a  n u l l  o b j e c t ,  k { x ) ,  

k { x )  =  f i x )  -  f { x ) .  (2.6) 

The idea that there is a set of admissible solutions that are all consistent with 

a measured image was recognized by Toraldo DI Francia [21]. He concluded that it 

would require infinite a-priori knowledge about the object to perfectly reconstruct it. 

More recently, it has been shown that it is sufficient for the object to be positive and 

have a compact support for perfect reconstruction to be possible, [22]. A compact 

positive object is a function which has positive intensities over finite region, Xi ^.n 
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arbitraxy offset XQ as stated by 

>0 xe [xo -
n x ) {  ^  ^  ( 2 . 7 )  

= 0 otherwise 

It is in this case for which the set of null objects is reduced to the empty set and the 

true object can be uniquely determined. 

The spatial constraint, x, on the object infers that the object spectrum is analytic 

everywhere and thus is an entire function. From these conditions, it follows that by 

knowing part of the entire function, the remaining unknown or truncated regions may 

be determined by analytic continuation, [20]. For a complex function, such as the 

object spectrum, this continuation can be performed by a Laurent series expansion 

about the origin. 

Unfortunately, we are never really devoid of noise when imaging with photons. The 

added uncertainty from the noise allows null object to exist at any spatial frequency 

where spectral energy is less than power spectral energy of the noise. So as the 

noise level increases, the "size" of the set of admissible objects in the inverse problem 

increases and coincidentally prevents the Laurent series derivatives from being accu

rately determined. Regardless, the compactness of the spatial object support plays 

an important role in image resolvability, even in the presence of noise. 

It is still possible to construct a solution which contains some accurate content in 

the region beyond the optical cutoff frequency. The recovery of meaningful spectral 
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information existing beyond outside the passband is referred to as super-resolution. 

It has been shown that given the spatial support of the object, x, the level of noise, 

cr„, and a tolerance for spectral estimation error, T, the estimate cutoff frequency 

can be expressed as 

=Uc + —b{T,an) (2.9) 
Y 

where uJc is the optical cutoff frequency and is the resulting upper limit of accurate 

spectral recovery. The function 6(-) relates the noise variance to the tolerance for 

estimation error through a combination of sinc{-) functions. It will be left vague here 

but it is inversely proportional to cr„, as expected. For the complete development of 

this approximate bound refer to [22]. 

The key result, for our purpose, is that for a given imaging scenario there exists 

some method by which we can not only restore within the passband but also recover 

some of the lost spectral content. Additionally, the inverse relationship between 

uie and \ states that the more compact the spatial support is for the object, the 

more resolvable the object becomes. The importance of this inverse relationship will 

become apparent in the latter part of the next chapter, where we look at removing 

bright backgrounds for improving upon our estimations. 

2.2.1 The Wiener Restoring Filter 

.Although linear processing methods are incapable of producing super-resolution 

in their recoveries, there is one linear restoration method that is important to discuss. 

The Wiener filter is the optimal linear restoring filter in a minimum mean-squared 
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error (MMSE) sense, [17]. This filter is applied to the spectrum of an image to restore 

to the approximate object spectrum. Its optimality comes from the very objective 

sought during it derivation 

The optimal filter is essentially a spectrally weighted inverse filter. The weighting 

comes from a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) function, which is measured as a ratio of 

the power spectral density (PSD) of the object. So, to that of the noise, 5„. The 

reconstruction is generated by filtering the image in the frequency domain as follows. 

This formulation assumes that our image is corrupted by some form of additive noise. 

Often the optimality of this filter is compromised by the use of overly simplified 

PSD models. While it may be reasonable to assume a constant for the PSD of the 

additive noise, the object PSD is poorly characterized by such a function. Regardless, 

the results of the Wiener filter are visibly appreciable while its computation time is 

minimal for this non-iterative image restoration method. 

mmimum. (2.10) 

(2.11) 

where 
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2.2.2 The Richardson-Lucy Algorithm 

The Richardson-Lucy (RL) algorithm is named after its co-founders who discov

ered it independently in 1972 [3] and in 1974 [4] respectively. Essentially it is a 

maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator with the objective, 

/ = argmaxp(^|/). (2.12) 

This estimate maximizes the conditional probability of the image distribution given 

an object distribution. It also treats the PSF itself as a probability distribution 

function, relating the object to the image statistically. .Assuming pointwise inde

pendent Poisson statistics, the RL algorithm was developed through an expectation 

maximization to arrive at the iterative algorithm 

r ^ \ x , y )  =  r { x , y ) x  *  h { x . y )  (2.13) 
• (/" * h ) { x , y ) ,  

As an initial estimate of the object the image itself is often used, 

f°{^,y)=g{x.y). (2.14) 

In practice the number of iterations performed during the restoration are limited. 

Stopping the algorithm early prevents its estimates from achieving true maximum 

likelihood. However, it also prevents the algorithm from over-fitting the noise and 

in some cases from "running away", that is diverging from a reasonable solution. It 

should be noted that limiting the number of iterations is a form of problem regular-

ization, which is the means by which we make ill-posed problems more tractable. 
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2.2.3 The Poisson Maximum A-Posteriori Algorithm 

The Poisson maximum a-posteriori (PMAP) algorithm also assumes the LSI imag

ing model, along with the Poisson photon statistics in producing an object estimate. 

This method optimizes an estimate by maximizing its probability given the image 

and the PSF of the imaging system. As with the RL algorithm, it assumes that 

each position in the image is statistically independent from any other position. This 

assumption makes the formulation tractable but it implies that the probabihty of the 

estimate is maximized by independently maximizing the probability of each position 

in the estimate. Of course, there is the implicit assumption that the true object will 

be the most probable result. A more complete treatment of this algorithm can be 

found in [10|. The basis for the PMAP algorithm is stated in the optimization 

/ = argmaxp(g|/)p(/). (2.15) 

Its iterative formulations come about by making the further assertion that the mean 

of the Poisson distribution is simply the previous estimate. The resulting algorithm 

is stated as 

=  r { x , y )  X  e x p  
, ( / "  *  h ) { x , y )  

(2.16) 

•Again, the initial estimate of the object is often the image itself. It is important to 

note that a positivity constraint is automatically enforced here through the Poisson 

statistical assumptions. 
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2.2.4 The Maximum Entropy Algorithm 

Treating everything like a distribution, the maximum entropy method (MEM) 

seeks the simplest solution which satisfies all the constraints, [2], as given in the 

spirit of Occam's razor. The fundamental maximum entropy objective being sought 

is stated as 

/ = axgm^Hif) (2.17) 

= argmax-^/(x)/o5/(ar) (2.18) 
r 

where our object is a normalized function which is treated like a probability density 

function. The constraints introduced are typically data consistency and normalization 

which result in the more complex objective 

/ = argmax|//'(/(x)) - (A,, - l)(5];/(ar) - 1) - Y ^ X { x ) { { f * h ) ( x )  -5(a;))| •  

(2.19) 

As can be seen in eq. (2.19), there are Lagrange multipliers weighting in the con

straints such that a calculus of variations method can be applied. Unlike RL and 

PMAP, this approach has no tractable solution. Instead numerical optimization 

methods are employed. Such an implementation of MEM may be found in the soft

ware package called IRAF which contains a set of restoration methods designed for 

the astronomical community, [23]. 
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2.2.5 Aggregation Methods for Multiframe Image Restoration 

Often we are faced with more that one measurement of the object. With a set 

of images, each potentially having its own PSF, we seek a method of conducting 

a restoration. A seemingly straightforward approach of adapting any single frame 

restoration algorithm to the multiframe case is to substitute a sum of the images, g, 

and an aggregate of the PSFs, h, for their single frame counterparts. This aggregation 

is defined as 

5(-r) = (2.20) 
1=1 

This aggregation is justifiable because we start off with a LSI imaging model and the 

aggregate system likewise follows the model 

g { x )  =  M x { f * h ) { x ) .  (2.22) 

As expected, the aggregate PSF is normalized. The image data, however, is simply 

summed together to preserve the Poisson statics governing the individual image frame 

formations. Thus, this aggregation implies a much brighter object. .'Xfter processing, 

the estimate may be renormalized, if desired. 

With only a single frame restoration algorithm, the other alternative is to process 

the frames independently and then aggregate the results. This may be attractive 

in that each single frame restoration is only concerned with overcoming the specific 

degradation induced by its particular PSF. This is in contrast with the aggregated 
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imagery scenario, where a single restoration is concerned with overcoming the av

erage degradation. Of course, if all frames have the same PSF and SNR there is 

an equivalence when using a linear restoration method. But in general, a single 

frame algorithm is suboptimal when processing a collection of observations. Instead 

a multiframe approach which optimizes a joint objective over all the frames must be 

employed. 

2.2.6 Multiframe PMAP Algorithm 

As an extension to the single frame PMAP algorithm described in Section 2.2.3, 

the multiframe PMAP (MFPM.A.P) algorithm has been developed, [12]. Instead of 

maximizing the MAP objective given a single image and PSF, it maximizes the joint-

probability of the estimate given all the imagery and PSFs as stated 

Unlike the single frame PMAP (SFPMAP) formulation using the aggregated im

age, this approach requires that all the image data be maintained separately during 

the estimation process. Since the estimate makes simultaneous use of all the frames, 

we refer to this formulation as operating in the Batch Mode, equation (2.24), 

An alternate form for this method is to use the single frame algorithm while incre

menting through the frames upon each successive iteration. This Incremental Mode 

/ = argmaxp(/)nP(f.l/) 
t=l 

(2.23) 

M  \ ( / n  *  h i ) { x , y )  
- l ] * h t { x , y )  .  (2.24) 
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of the MFPMAP, equation (2.25), optimizes the estimate over all the data without 

the need of processing all the data simultaneously, 

/"+^(x,i/) = r{ x , y )  X e x p  9 { { n ) ) M { x , y )  

,(/" * /i((n))„)( 
' I 1 * h f . , , .  ( x ,  y )  
x,y) I 

(2.25) 

The notation { { n))xf represents (n modulo M). Despite their differences, these two 

algorithms yield very similar estimates. The only difference between them lies on the 

path each estimate follows towards a solution. The batch mode estimate follows the 

averaged gradient path to a solution while the incremental mode estimate follows this 

same path, on average, over the iterations. A complete derivation of the MFPMAP 

algorithms can be found in [12. 38] as well as in .Appendix A. 

This is an iterative nonlinear algorithm which is able to produce super-resolution 

within its estimate [12, 13]. .An imaging system, however, is usually not oversampled 

at the image plane.^ Oversampling provides room within the sampling rate for 

Fourier extension beyond the diffraction limit. Without this room for extension, the 

MFPM.AP algorithm is prevented from producing any form of super-resolution in 

its estimates. To overcome this limitation, we compute higher resolved estimates 

through upsampled processing, [19]. This is accomplished by modifying equation 

'It should be nof.ed that oversampling in the image plane is not desirable because it just reduces 

the SNR at each pi.xel. Ideally, the sampling grid should be matched to the optical bandpass to 

produce Nyquist sampled data. 
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(2.25) to 

/"+^(x,i^) = r{x,y) X exp 

^ [ { f "  *  h ^ ( n ) ) s ) i x , y )  

9 ( { n ) ) A ^ , y )  
\ r 

1 - 1  * ^ ( { n ) ) N ( ^ ^ y )  
/ 

(2.26) 

where the up (|) and down (J.) arrows denote the respective up- and downsampiing 

operations. These operations are spatial domain decimations and interpolations, [24]. 

This modification allows for a greater degree of super-resolution to be realized during 

processing. 

2.3 Performance Metrics for Estimation Quality Analysis 

The various processing examples in the chapters that follow use simulated imagery 

from known objects and PSFs. With perfect knowledge of an object, we can assess 

the accuracy of our results in many different ways. For example, with the object and 

an estimate of the object we can compute the mean-squared error (MSE) to get a 

sense of estimation accuracy, 

where N  is the number of pixels in the object. This measure, however, is dependent 

on the brightness of the object. If we are interested in comparing estimates under 

varying imaging conditions, some form of normahzation needs to be introduced. The 

MSE (2.27) 
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peak SNR (PSNR) metric normalizes the estimate MSE by the peak object intensity 

squared as stated by 

Unfortunately, this normalization can yield falsely high PSNR values when there 

are bright spots in the object. Such a situation occurs in the imaging of satellites. 

Occasionally the Sun glints off of flat surfaces, generating artificially bright regions in 

the object. Instead, we can use the MSE between the image data and the object as 

a normalization term. This measures the improvement in SNR (ISNR) our estimate 

has over the original degraded image, as stated by 

These MSE based distance measures do not fully characterize the quality of esti

mation obtained. Aside from the reconstruction error, we are interested in looking 

at the resolution improvement brought forth by our processing. The resolution im

provement is relatable to estimation accuracy in the Fourier domain. To measure this, 

we compute spectral correlation coefficient images [25]. These images represent the 

magnitude of the complex correlation (see [26]) between the spectrum of the estimate 

and the spectrum of the object within small neighborhoods across the entire domain. 

Equation (2.30) shows how these correlation coefficient images are computed. 

(max^.y(/(j,i/))) 
PSNR= 10 log (2.28) 

ISNR = 10 X log (11/-sR (2.29) 
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These coefficients are, in effect, measures of the accuracy of spectral recovery in a 

structural sense. In the subsequent chapters, these coefficient images will give insight 

as to how much resolution has been restored within the passband and how much 

super-resolution has been generated beyond the optical cutoff. 

Finally, it is important to get a sense of the difficulties the limiting object bright

ness introducing during the forward imaging problem. This can be measured through 

an imaging SNR metric. In the presence of signal dependent Poisson noise (SDPN) 

the mean object intensity also indicates the noise variance. As such, we measure the 

imaging SNR as 

SNR=10xlogioV'CO- (2.31) 

This states that as the average object brightness increases, the imaging SNR improves 

accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Improved Restoration of Space Object Imagery 

3.1 Introduction 

The problem known as space object identification (SOI) involves the tracking and 

imaging of Earth orbiting satellites from ground based telescopes in an attempt to 

identify and catalog the objects. Assuming a satellite can be accurately tracked by 

a telescope, the resolution presented in a set of observations is greatly limited by the 

atmosphere-induced optical distortions. Additionally, the short-exposure times used 

in minimizing atmospheric effects, along with the presence of a sky and telescope 

induced background, greatly limit the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). As such, the ob

served detail in the imagery is not suitable for the SOI problem and some form of 

restoration must be performed [8]. 

In Chapter 2 we reviewed an algorithm which was originally formulated for process

ing short-exposure imagery. As an extension of previous single frame Poisson maxi

mum a-posteriori (PMAP) formulations [10,18,19], multiple-frame(multiframe) esti

mation algorithms were introduced, to perform deconvolution from wavefront sensing 

(DWFS) as well as blind deconvolution. These results demonstrate the ability of the 

multiframe algorithm to restore and super-resolve the imagery, recovering meaningful 

object detail that resides beyond the diffraction limit of the telescope. While the mul

tiframe PMAP approach holds promise, as in all estimation methods its performance 
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is limited by the quality of the imagery whose resolution is subject to the random 

manifestations of the atmosphere. 

Since turbulence is a time-varying random process, there is some non-zero proba

bility that a "lucky" short-exposure image frame can be taken over some finite time 

period. It might be that case that in a sequence of observations an image will be 

formed while the atmosphere negligibly perturbs the incoming object wavefront, re

sulting in a nearly diffraction-limited frame. Fried developed the expression for this 

probability to be 

where D is the telescope aperture diameter and is the seeing condition of the 

atmosphere, [27]. For a 1 meter telescope observing in 10 cm seeing, he computed 

that it would take a sequence of up to a million short-exposures before a nearly 

diffraction limited image is observed. This does not bode well for the utility of the 

approach of merely waiting. Thus, our discussion herein is a demonstration of the 

potential for improving image resolution though frame-selection, i.e., selecting the 

best frames for processing from a large set of turbulence degraded frames. 

An early application of using the best subset from a turbulence-degraded ensemble 

involved the sorting of one dimensional specklegrams of infrared sources, [28]. A key 

result from their work revealed a strong correlation between a particular measure of 

image quality [29] and estimates of the instantaneous seeing conditions reflected in 

their data. 

21 
Pr % 5.6 exp (3.1) 
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More recently, the idea of selecting a subset of adaptive-optics compensated im

agery for post-detection processing was recently introduced, [30]. Again, a similar 

measure of image sharpness was found to be an effective tool in ranking the partially 

compensated images. By choosing to average only the "best" subset of the imagery, it 

is possible to achieve an improvement in image-spectrum SNR. Subsequent research 

employed a Wiener filter to optimally restore the object within the system passband, 

followed by analysis of the limits of the SNR improvement, [31]. 

In this section, we examine the benefits of preprocessing atmospheric turbulence-

degraded imagery to result in improved estimation. To this end, we choose the least 

atmospherically aberrated images from a sequence of short-exposures to be processed 

by the multiframe PMAP algorithm, [12]. Our results gauge the performance of sev

eral image quality mecisures against idealized standards as well as further demonstrate 

the value of frame-selection in improving the estimation algorithm performance. Ad

ditionally we show that by removing the additive background resulting from super

fluous sky and telescope emissions, we can improve the super-resolving capacity of 

this multiframe algorithm. 

In the following section sections, we introduce and examine the ability of several 

post-detection preprocessing methods to improve the performance of the MFPMAP 

algorithm that was originally developed for the DVVFS problem. While this is not the 

only multiframe estimation method, its proven ability to restore and super-resolve 

imagery makes it a useful tool in measuring the benefits of our preprocessing methods. 
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3.2 Frame Selection 

3.2.1 Problem Description 

.A.S mentioned earlier the problem of frame selection entails the selection of the 

frames degraded by turbulence from a sequence of short-exposures. The subsequent 

estimation problem will have to overcome a less severe blur in the much smaller set 

of selected imagery and can produce superior reconstructions. The improvements in 

estimation sought from this kind of preprocessing are contingent on the ability to 

accurately rank the imagery by an appropriate measure of fitness. Before we can 

evaluate the performance of an prospective image quality measure, we need to define 

an idealized standard. This standard should be superior to any quality measure since 

it can have access to typically unavailable information, such as the object itself. 

Previously, the mean-squared error (MSE) between a turbulence-degraded image 

frame, g,, and the diffraction-limited image that would be formed in the absence of 

an atmosphere, goLi was used as a standard, [30]. The results showed that the sum of 

the squared image intensities was a good measure of image quality and is comparable 

to the frame-selection performance of this standard. This is not surprising, given 

the previous work establishing a strong relationship between this mecisure and the 

instantaneous seeing conditions presented in the observed data, [28]. 

As in Refs. [30] and [31], we first remove the out-of-band noise from the imagery 

using an ideal low-pass filter whose support matches that of the diffraction-limited op

tical transfer function (OTP). This added step not only increases the noise immunity 

of the image quality measures but also aids in the estimation process itself. 
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Along with the diffraction-limited image based standard, we examine the utility 

of computing the MSE between the object, / and the Wiener restoration [31] of 

an individual frame, /w,- as well as with a PMAP estimate computed from a single 

frame, //>•. Both of these metrics involve the reconstruction of the object and thus 

measure the invertibility of each turbulent PSF realization. 

For the practical measures of image quality, we looked at two additional metrics. 

The image frame itself can be be normalized such that it represents the PDF of the 

measured photons, at least for that particular PSF realization. With this PDF. we 

compute the Shannon entropy which is expressed 

= -Y^i\{3:,y)logi'i[i,y) (3.2) 
r.!/ 

where 

/  I  \  9 i { ^ i  y )  / I  n \  

Hx'.y' 9[-i: ,y) 

Entropy is a measure of disorder and is maximized by the uniform PDF, [17]. Applied 

to frame selection problem, it is clear that the least blurred frames correspond to 

lowest entropies calculated in the ensemble. 

For the last measure of image quality we use Fisher information [32], which can 

be expressed as 

A/3 = 4 X V ^ (\/V'.(x,2/)) • (3.4) 

This information expression derives directly from minimum mean-squared estima

tion and is the basis for the Cramer-Rao boimd, [33]. Moreover, it is also measure 
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of disorder and is minimized by the uniform PDF, [32]. In contrast to the entropy 

measure, the least blurred frames in the sequence will yield the largest Fisher infor

mation values. In practice, we approximated the gradient operator, V, with second 

order finite difference equations for each cardinal direction, [34]. 

For convenience, all the standards and measures of interest are summarized in 

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. 

Definition Comments 

5*1 = Ex,„ 

S3 = Ex,y 

gi{x,y) -goLix.y 
fwiix,y) -f{x,y) 
fpi{x,y)- fix,y) 

r 2 
! 

Ss in Refs. [29] and [30] 

Table 3.1: Summary of image quality standards. 

Definition Comments 

iV/l = Ex.y -5.1' 

M 2  = - Ex.y logt/',(ar, y) 

f p i i x . y )  =  9 i { x , y ) / Z r , y 9 i { ^ ^ y )  

iV/3 = 4 X V (^Jll\ { x , y ) )  • V ( y / t l ' i { x , y ) )  

Mean removed version of S i  in 
Refs. [28], [29] and [30] 
Normalized version of Sr in 
Refs. MB and ROGl 

Fisher information in Ref. [32] 

Table 3.2: Summary of image quality measures. 

3.2.2 Performance of Frame-Selection Measures 

To gauge the performance of the various standards and measures we simulated 

a typical scenario of a large ground based telescope imaging an orbiting satellite, 

shown in Figure 3.1, in less than ideal seeing. Specifically, we simulated a 4 meter 
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telescope* observing in 7 em. seeing with the object brightness varying to provide 

quantum-limited imaging SNRs of 10, 15 and 20 dB. Figure 3.2 depicts examples of 

OTF realization and their resulting the images measured at SNR of 10 dB. 

Figure 3.1: Image of the Hubble Space Telescope, taken from the shuttle during the 

1994 servicing mission, for use as the object in our preprocessing study. 

The various metrics outlined in tables 1 and 2 were used to select their respective 

highest ranked subset of frames. With each of these subsets we computed estimates 

using the multiframe PMAP algorithm. Since we are only interested in how the 

estimation performance is affected by our choice of frames, we estimate using the true 

turbulent PSFs rather than those computed from simulated wavefront sensor data. 

To measure the accuracy of our estimates we compute the improvement in SNR, 

[9] (ISNR) normalized by the averaged MSE between the object and the imagery 

*The Air Force is currently operating the AEOS 3.7 meter telescope at the Maui Space Surveil-

lance Site 
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Figure 3.2: Examples of abberated OTF realizations in 7 em. seeing (top) and the 

resulting imagery at 10 dB SNR (bottom). 
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ensemble as defined by 

ISNR = 10 X logio ^^'=111/- 9i\\\ ^3 5^ 

Figure 3.3 demonstrates how effective these metrics are in improving upon the 

multiframe PMAP results. While all the standards are clearly superior to leaving 

the frames unsorted, the S3 metric is the best choice by which to evaluate the utility 

of the image quality measures. Unlike Si, the S2 and S3 standards are measures 

of estimation difficulty given the the particular image frame and PSF realization. 

Between the Wiener filter and PMAP estimation based standards, rankings based 

on the MSE between a single frame PMAP estimate and the object itself provides 

the optimal frame selection metric with respect to the ISNR performance of the 

MFPMAP implementation. 

Across all the SNR levels simulated, we compute the correlation coefficients be

tween all the quality measures, revealing their relative effectiveness in approximating 

the ranking order of the idealized standards. It should be noted that high negative 

correlations are just eis insightful as high positive correlations for establishing a useful 

metric. Looking at Table 3.3, it is interesting to note how strongly correlated the 

measure Mi, previously used in Refs. [30] and [31], is to the standard Si. 

Although this standard is not optimal, the image variance measure seems to track 

its choice of frames quite well and is very tolerant to noise. In contrast, the optimal 

standard for our purpose, 53, is best tracked by the Fisher information measure M3. 

In fact, iV/3 seems to be the most consistent measure in tracking any of the standards 

across all the noise levels. Looking back at Figure 3.3, we see that all the measures 
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Figure 3.3: Effectiveness among image quality standards (top) and between measures 

(bottom) in selecting high quality frames from 20 dB. SNR imagery for multiframe 

processing. 
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10 dB SNR 15 dB SNR 20 dB SNR 
Ml X h  Ma Ml Mj Ma Ml M l  M i  

•Si -0.9650 0.9430 -0.8499 -0.9655 0.9432 -0.8737 -0.9653 0.9431 -0.8727 
S2 -0.8172 0.7990 -0.9190 -0.8191 0.7995 -0.9225 -0.8214 0.8019 -0.9242 
53 -0.3835 0.3910 -0.6442 -0.7190 0.6969 -0.8736 -0.7537 0.7303 -0.8879 

Table 3.3: Summary of correlations between quality standards and measures across 

noise levels. 

perform well against the optimal standard and as such it remains unclear whether 

any of these measures is truly superior in selecting frames for the multiframe PMAP 

algorithm. Their rankings lead to estimates whose differences are not appreciable in 

the ISNR sense but are clearly an improvement over leaving the frames unranked. 

3.2.3 Impact of Unmodeled Turbulence Upon Estimation 

All of the estimations shown up to now were created using perfect knowledge of 

the turbulence PSFs. Because turbulence is a time-varying random process, accurate 

estimation of true atmospheric degraded PSF can not be achieved in practice. The 

errors in the PSF developed from a wave-front sensing system are equivalent to having 

unmodeled turbulence. Without an accurate model of forward problem, the inverse 

problem becomes badly posed and the set of admissible objects as indicated by an 

PSF model may not even contain the object that is sought. 

Full Ensemble 5 Selected Frames 5 Random Frames 
Using True PSFs 

Using PSF Estimates 
8.45 dB 7.10 dB 6.79 dB 
2.95 dB 3.24 dB 2.32 dB 

Table 3.4: ISNR performance summary for all SOI reconstruction. 
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Estimate Spectrum Correlation Coefficients 

Figure 3.4: Multiframe PMAP estimations generated from fifty short-exposure frames 

using the true PSFs (top) and limited PSF estimates (bottom). 

To examine how the unmodeled turbulence corrupts the restoration process, we 

computed the fifty frame estimate, as before with 2x upsampling, but using the more 

limited PSF models. This PSF models are based on measurements from a simulated 

Hartman wavefront sensor array observing a artificial guidestar, [35]. Figure 3.4 

shows the estimation results after 10,000 iteration of processing with the MFPMAP 

algorithm for the cases of perfect PSFs and imperfect PSFs. Clearly, the estimation 

quality suffers with the limited PSF models. Truly, the errors in the PSF propagate 

into processing to the detriment of the estimate. 
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While the PSF estimates are limited, the amount of residual unmodeled turbulence 

is not the same for all fifty frames. In fact there is a correspondence between the 

degree of aberrations induced by the atmosphere to the accuracy of the PSF models. 

The more abberated the wavefront, the harder it is to measure accurately the spot 

locations in a Hartman sensor array. This leads to poorer wavefront estimates. 

Estimate Spectrum Correlation Coefficients 

Figure 3.5: Multiframe PMAP estimations using limited PSF estimates with the best 

5 selected frames (top) and a random selection of 5 frames (bottom). 

By only processing the best selected frames, we are coincidentally using the most 

accurate PSF models. This effect can be seen in Figure 3.5 where the best 5 frames 

as selected by M3 result in superior estimation over using a random selection of 5 

frames from the fifty frame ensemble. As a counter example, Figure 3.6 shows that 
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Estimate Spectrum Correlation Coefficients 

Figure 3.6: Multiframe PMAP estimations using perfect PSF models with the best 

5 selected frames (top) and a random selection of 5 frames (bottom). 

when the PSFs are known perfectly, there is not a distinct advantage to using the 

frame selection. Perfect PSF knowledge is a very powerful constraint. A summary of 

the estimation ISNR may be found in Table 3.4 

3.2.4 Sensitivity to Glints 

Aside from optimally selecting frames, any measure needs to be tolerant to object 

glints. A glint results from the object reflecting sunlight into the telescope off a flat 

surface as the object tumbles in orbit. Such a strong reflection acts as a point source 
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and recreates the turbulent PSF within the imagery. Thus, frames containing glints 

are not suitable for processing and should be removed. Unfortunately, all the afore 

mentioned frame-selection measures will treat glinted frames as high quality imagery. 

We can, however, examine the usefulness of each metric to act as a discriminator 

between glinted and non-glinted frames. 

Assuming we collected the image quality measures, that we introduced earlier, 

from the total set of images, we can choose to eliminate some of the highest ranked 

images which we suspect are glinted. In effect we apply a threshold on a given 

measure, removing any frame which results in too high a quality measure. For each 

measure, i = {1, 2, 3}, we define the set of glinted frames GFi to be 

{gi : M1 (gi) > T1} 

{gi : M2(gi) < T2} 

{gi : M3(9i) > T3} 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

where T1 , T2 and T3 are the glint detection thresholds applied to the corresponding 

measures. Although the optimal values for these thresholds cannot be found in 

practice, we can use this method to examine the sensitivity of each measure to glints. 

In fact, this form of glint-detection helps us reveal the ability of each measure to 

maintain the GF set separable from the non-glinted set of frames, GF. 

Figure 3. 7 displays receiver operational characteristic (ROC) curves for a detector 

based on this threshold scheme [33]. For a very strong glint, where the total photons 

emitted from the glint are equal to the total emitted from the entire object, all the 

measures act as good discriminators. But as the glint brightness falls, the separability 
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of the glinted and non-glinted sets is lost. The probability of detecting glints comes 

more and more at the expense of throwing out the best acquired frames. 

Nevertheless, the M3 measure is the most sensitive measure to glints and produces 

superior ROC curves. This can be attributed to the local spatial information the 

gradient terms of .'V/3 provide in this measure of information. It is interesting to note 

that the other two measures do not use local spatial information and would indeed 

produce the same value of image quality regardless of how the pixels are ordered 

within the image. 

3.3 .Additive Background Compensation 

3.3.1 Problem Description 

Turbulence is not the only issue within the SOI problem. It is often necessary 

to observe an object of interest during the day or at wavelengths in which the sky 

and the telescope become significant sources of light. This is particularly true for 

infrared imaging. These circumstances further corrupt the imagery by introducing a 

potentially bright additive background in the imagery as expressed by 

gi{x,y) = i f  *  hi){x,y) + bi{x,y) Vi. (3.9) 

For simplicity we will assume the background is constant, b i { x , y )  =  b o ,  across the 

field of view and over the entire sequence of short exposures. This assumption is 

valid given a small field of view and the typical length of observations made while a 

satellite can be tracked. 
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Even with this simplification, this background makes the inverse problem of es

timation more difficult in two different ways. First, the superfluous background 

emissions decrease the imaging SNR which we define here as 

Background emissions tell us nothing new about the object while at the same time 

greatly increasing the noise variance for any fixed object brightness, as shown in 

Figure 3.8. 

The other way in which this background hinders estimation is through its extension 

of the object support. The object support is the non-zero region within the field of 

view which contains the object. It has been shown that this support is the key 

limiting factor when attempting to super-resolve an object, [22]. In fact, there is an 

inverse relationship between the width of the object support in the spatial domain 

to the width of the meaningful extension achievable in the Fourier domain. 

3.3.2 Background Compensation 

We found that the best way to compensate for this background, is to simply 

subtract off the estimated mean background level, bo, from the imagery and enforce a 

positivity constraint. This background may be estimated in two different ways. A first 

method is to deliberately direct the telescope, by use of tracking or object position 

information, to a sky region containing no object. A second method is to use an 

acquired image of an object, such as the satellite image seen in our simulations. From 

this acquired image, the computation of the centroid, along with crude knowledge of 

SNR(/,6o) = 10xlogio^  
+ BO 

(3.10) 
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Figure 3.S: Decreasing imaging SNR as background strength increases from 0 to 100 

times the object brightness. 

object size, makes possible the estimate of the background from a region where the 

object is not present. 

For the actual estimate of the background level, we computed the maximum-

likelihoo d  ( M L )  e s t i m a t e  u s i n g  t h e  r e g i o n  o u t s i d e  t h e  o b j e c t  s u p p o r t ,  x  a c r o s s  t h e  N  

frames as expressed by 

11x11 i=l X,yex 
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with llxll denoting the spatial size of this region. Using this estimate, we computed 

the compensated set of imagery, {^rf} as 

g i [ x , y ) - B O  g i { x , y ) > B O  

yi,x,y. (3.12) 

0 otherwise 

Although the underlying Poisson statistical assumption is no longer valid for the 

compensated imagery, the MFPMAP algorithm does not necessarily require the Pois

son assumption. In fact, it has been shown that the basic optimality condition the 

PMAP algorithm seeks to achieve can be derived from the Kullback-Leibler distance 

measure directly, [36]. 

The key property this background compensation approach produces is its indirect 

restoration of the object support. The renewed compactness of this support has been 

linked directly to the increased potential for super-resolution [22]. 

3.3.3 Results 

To study the impact of background compensation, we performed multiframe PMAP 

estimation with 2x upsampling for two cases. In the first scenario, we estimated with 

images taken at a visible wavelength with the sky emitting 10 times as many photons 

as the object. In the second case, we estimated with simulated LWIR imagery where 

the turbulence effects where minimal wand a strong background existed which was 

1000 times brighter that the object. For 20 dB SNR imagery, the added variance 

from the background reduces the imaging SNR to 15 dB for the visible wavelength 

case and to about 5 dB for the LWIR case. Fifty frames from both of these situations 
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were used to generate estimates with and without the background compensation. To 

evaluate the accuracy of bandwidth extensions, we compute correlation coefficients 

in small regions across the entire Fourier domain. 

As can be seen in Figure 3.9, without a substantially bright background, the visual 

improvements in estimation are small. Despite this, the spectrum of the estimate re

veals stronger extensions when the background compensated imagery is used. While 

both estimates achieve a degree of super-resolution, the results from the background 

compensated imagery show a better passband restoration and improved spectral re

covery of the object just beyond the diffraction limit. This is clearly indicated by the 

bright regions in the correlation coefficient images. 

These improvements are much more apparent in the simulated LWIR case, shown 

in Figure 3.10. The bright background coupled with the out-of-band noise filter 

preprocessing leads to strong correlated noise artifacts in our estimates. With the 

extremely bright background removed, however, the estimate improvement from the 

background compensated imagery, is visually appreciable. Its spectrum shows a 

larger extension over the estimate generated from the raw imagery. Furthermore, 

these extensions are more meaningful as apparent in the correlation coefficient image. 

The lines of high spectral correlation exceed the indicated passband and demonstrate 

the recovery of significant edge content true to the object shown in Figure 3.1. 

To study the estimation improvements produced by this method, we first looked 

at ISNR produced by estimating with and without the background compensation. 

For this, we estimated over the broad range of background levels and imaging SNRs 

as shown in Figure 3.11. The results shown in Figure 3.11 demonstrate the increase 
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Estimate Spectrum Correlation Coefficients 

Figure 3.9: Multiframe PMAP estimations from visible wavelength imagery with no 

preprocessing (top) and background compensation preprocessing (bottom). 

in ISNR when our compensation is used prior to estimation. In fact, it appears to 

be an upper envelope to the standard multiframe PMAP performance. 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we examined two key ways of improving multiframe estimation 

from short-exposure imagery. We demonstrated the vital role frame-selection plays 

in increasing the ISNR in our estimates. We evaluated several frame-selection mea

sures and found all to be useful measures for selecting the best frames from a set 
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Estimate Spectrum Correlation Coefficients 

Figure 3.10: Multiframe PMAP estimations from LWIR wavelength imagery with no 

preprocessing (top) and background compensation preprocessing (bottom). 

of turbulence-degraded imagery. Moreover, we found that Fisher information is the 

most consistent measure in the face of poor SNRs. Additionally, we demonstrated 

how frame-selection is important when using imperfect PSF estimates. The most ac

curate PSF models tend to occur with the best selected frames. This double benefit 

helped to produce superior estimates using much less processing and far fewer frames 

than with the full ensemble. 

We also demonstrated the enhanced super-resolution acquired by compensating for 

an additive background. The stronger correlations to the truth found in the estimate 
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Figure 3.11: Improved MFPMAP restoration using background compensated imagery 

(solid-lines) over restoration using raw imagery (dasbed-lines) across a range of SNRs 

in 7 centimeter seeing. 

spectra, clearly show the enhanced recovery of significant object content. What 

remains is the verification of these methods using actual imagery with coupled wave-

front sensor data, which we hope to obtain. Nevertheless, both frame-selection and 

background compensation are simple and effective methods for improving estimation 

in any algorithm and should be part of a preprocessing strategy. 

While frame-selection and background compensation are good preprocessing meth

ods, they are fundamentally post-detection algorithms. Since we are interested in 

producing the highest resolution imagery possible, we now turn our attention to the 
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imaging system itself. In the next chapter, we examine the ability of a time-varying 

optical pupil function to produce channel diversity within a sequence of its imagery. 

Unlike the turbulence problem, this channel diversity is not random and from it we 

hope to overcome the problems brought forth during imaging. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Diversity Methods for Aperture Synthesis 

4.1 Introduction 

The resolving power of a diffraction limited imaging system is directly proportional 

to the size of its aperture. Unfortunately, the expenses involved in creating large 

apertures increase as a function of their volume, putting an upper limit to their 

practical reahzation. Compounding this, applications in remote sensing and remote 

astronomy are further restricted by the ability to put such a system into orbit. To 

overcome these limitations, dilute aperture optical systems are considered. 

Dilute apertures refer to the fact the aperture fill factor is much less than one. 

The fill factor measures the ratio of the exit pupil area to that of a completely filled 

circular exit pupil. In practice, no optical system has a unity fill factor. Often there 

is a central obscuration in the main mirror that exists to allow the reflected light off 

the secondary mirror into the rest of the system. Nevertheless, we consider the Ccise 

where the aperture fill factor is far less the typical system. 

In order to overcome the severe image quality loss induced by these limited aper

tures, some form of channel diversity must be introduced into the imaging system. 

Channel diversity refers to the capture of varying information within a sequence of 
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images acquired through an optical system. Channel diversity is possible in sev

eral different forms of modem optical systems. In traditional ground-based tele

scopes, which look up through the atmosphere, the presence of turbulence induces 

time-varying random aberrations which further degrade the imagery. By setting up 

in-focus and out-of-focus channels on the telescope, restoration methods have been 

developed to exploit the inherent phase properties presented in short-e.xposure image 

pair sequences. [11]. That is, capturing in-focus and out-of-focus images introduces 

known diversity channel properties to overcome the unknown diversity channel prop

erties caused by turbulence.* 

In our scenarios, we are imaging through a dilute aperture system in absence of 

an atmosphere. To introduce diversity for a spatially fixed aperture, it is possible 

to acquire imagery at several narrow band frequencies such as to have wavelength 

diversity. As an alternate approach, we examine the utility of a spinning narrow 

strip aperture system. This spinning aperture yields a time-varying OTF passband 

support which we refer to as pupil diversity. In the following sections we examine the 

effectiveness of restoring data sets which possess these forms of channel diversity. 

4.2 Aperture Synthesis Using Wavelength Diversity 

.^s just mentioned, wavelength diversity in the imagery comes from having a collec

tion of measurements taken at different wavelengths. In practice, narrowband filters 

*It is interesting to note that depending on how we model it, atmospheric turbulence can be 

considered as time- varying imagery or diversity in the pupil, where the diversity is the phase across 

the pupil. 
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Figure 4.1: Multispectral imagery for use as the object in the forward imaging prob

lem (left , middle) and the panchromatic image for use as the object in the inverse 

estimation problem (right). 

are used to yield effectively monochromatic measurements. For a small number of 

bands, this set of measurements are referred to as multispectral imagery. In Figure 

4.1, examples of single bands from a multispectral dataset are shown along with a 

panchromatic image of the same scene. 

We will use this multispectral imagery as the set of objects for our simulation of 

the forward imaging problem. A panchromatic image is a wideband measurement of 

the scene and represents the true object that our restorations wish to achieve. 

4.2.1 Multispectral Imaging Through a Dilute Aperture 

For the dilute aperture system being illustrated, we have a primary mirror which 

1s divided radially into ten equal sections, with only every other section existing. 

Without an obscuration this would represent a 50 percent aperture fill factor. In 

this dilute case, however, there is also a significant obscuration and thus the overall 

aperture fill factor is reduced to 32 percent. Such a design allows for the primary 
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mirror to be folded up for launch. Once deployed, each of the mirrored petais unfolds 

and extends to create a much larger primary mirror than what could have been tra

ditionally realized. This type of folding petaJ design is under active consideration for 

optical systems in remote astronomy, as NASA's Next Generation Space Telescope. 

A. depiction of the dilute exit pupil for this system can be seen in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 4.2: Dilute aperture exit pupil function for a 32 percent fill factor 

iVIultispectral imaging through this dilute aperture system is the extension of the 

classic monochromatic imaging using several simultaneous bands. The narrowband 

OTF was defined earlier for any exit pupil function. Looking back at eq. (2.2), there 

is a clear wavelength dependency which scales the size of the OTF. Thus given a 

set of wavelengths {A,}, we can compute the corresponding set of scaled diffraction 

limited OTFs, {H\,{u)}. These OTFs can then used to compute the respective image 

distributions for the corresponding wavelength. Figure 4.3 shows the narrowband 

OTFs at the two wavelength extremes, generated from the dilute aperture mask along 

with the wideband OTF. This wideband OTF is approximated by simply averaging 
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the collection of monochromatic OTFs over all the bands as stated by 

( 4.1) 

In the scenario that we are considering we have 10 channels with an overall band-

pass ranging from 450nm to 850nm whose center wavelengths start at 4 70nm. Addi-

tionally we look at the cases where the overall bandpass is divided equally into only 

2 and 5 channels. Signal dependent Poisson noise (SDPN) is introduced into the 

imagery under the condition that there is a fixed amount of total light for the overall 

bandpass which results in the 10 band case having measurements with a 18.5dB. 

imaging SNR. Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding noisy images resultant from nar-

rowband and wideband OTFs. 

Figure 4.3: Narrowband OTF support for A0 = 470nm (left), A0 = 830nm (middle) 

and wide band OTF support for A = 450nm - 850nm (right). 
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Figure 4.4: Diffraction-limited images measured through the OTFs shown in Fig. 

( 4.3) at the appropriate bands. 

4.2.2 Panchromatic Reconstructions 

In chapter 2, we looked at several ways of reconstructing an object distribution 

given one or more of its images. For this collection of multispectral measurements, we 

compute reconstructions with 10 bands, 5 bands and 2 bands using the MFPMAP 

algorithm. We also look at estimating with just the highest resolution band, at 

A0 = 4 70nm, as well as with the panchromatic image using the SFPMAP algorithm. 

A summary of the characteristics of all these imaging conditions can be seen in Table 

4.1. 

Number of Bands A0 of First Band Bandwidth Imaging SNR 
10 Bands 470nm 40nm 18.5 dB 
5 Bands 490nm 80nm 20.0 dB 
2 Bands 550nm 200nm 22.0 dB 
1 Band (Wideband) 650nm 400nm 23.5 dB 
1 Band (Narrowband) 470nm 40nm 18.5 dB 

Table 4.1: Summary of the wavelength diversity scenarios examined. 
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For the cases where the monochromatic assumptions are false, we compute es

timates of the polychromatic OTPs by averaging several narrowband OTP models. 

Nevertheless, to simulate what might have been done in practice, we also compute 

reconstruction where the narrowband assumption is used incorrectly. The improve

ment in SNR (ISNR) of our reconstructions over the original imagery is listed in 

Table 4.2. 

These reconstructions were all created after 2500 iterations of processing with a 

2x upsampling used in the estimation process. Figure 4.5 shows the results of our 

estimation for several of the aforementioned cases. Additionally, the Fourier 

transforms of estimates are shown on a Log-magnitude scale along with the spec

tral correlation coefficient images depicting the regions of accurate estimation in the 

Fourier domain. These coefficient are computed in local 7x7 windows cis described 

previously by equation (2.30). 

4.2.3 Results 

Looking back at Table 4.1, it would appear that with the exception of the sin

gle narrowband case, there is no distinct advantage of using multispectral data over 

Number of Results Using Results Using 
Bands Accurate OTFs Narrowband OTFs 
10 Bands 5.27 dB 5.27 dB 
5 Bajids 5.25 dB 5.24 dB 
2 Bands 5.26 dB 4.64 dB 
1 Band (Wideband) 5.07 dB 3.27 dB 
1 Band (Narrowband) 2.28 dB 2.28 dB 

Table 4.2: Impact of wavelength diversity upon ISNR performance. 
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Estimate Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.5: Estimation results after 2500 iterations with 2x upsampling, using all 

10 bands with MFPMAP algorithm (top), a single band at A0 = 470nm with the 

SFPMAP algorithm (middle) and the wideband measurement with the SFPMAP 

algorithm (bottom). 
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a single panchromatic measurement. The single narrowband case may pass object 

information out to the wideband cutoff, but with the limited SNR of this single 

channel measurement coupled with the dilute nature of its OTF support, we obtain 

less than ideal results. The differences between the multispectral and panchromatic 

become more evident when we look at the spectral correlation coefficient images in 

Figure 4.5. Between top and bottom rows we can measure more than a 10 percent 

increase radially in the accurate reconstruction of the original object. While this 

may not seem significant, this increase in the radial extend of accurate estimation 

in the Fourier domain directly relates to the resolution acquired by the reconstruc

tion process. This resolution increase is indeed visible between the estimates but is 

nonetheless not appreciable in an ISNR sense. 

Overall, wavelength diversity offers a benefit over single frame wideband and nar

rowband imaging. The variations in the imaging wavelengths are coupled directly 

to support of the optical passband, yielding redundant coverage at low spatial fre

quencies while still possessing information at the highest spatial frequencies. This 

method, however, is not the most efficient way to produce large spectral coverage 

from a dilute aperture. In the next section we examine the ability of a moving pupil 

system to synthesize a much larger complete aperture. 

4.3 Aperture Synthesis Using Pupil Diversity 

Pupil diversity refers to a time varying pupil shape which provides varied paissband 

information about the object. In general any aspect of the pupil can be varied, 

including its size, shape and phase transmittance. In the scenario we consider, the 
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actual aperture characteristics are not altered, instead its motion during the imaging 

sequence will suffice to produce dynamic Fourier domain coverage. 

This concept of a dynamic imaging system is not novel, in fact it was presented 

in United States Patent 5,243,351. This patent introduced a spinning strip aperture 

imaging system as an alternative to one employing a fixed circular aperture, [37]. 

Essentially, images from a narrow strip aperture are obtained as the aperture rotates 

about its center. Upon a half rotation, the image sequence contains the equivalent 

information that would be available from the fixed circular aperture system, [38]. 

In our earlier work [14, 39], we applied various image restoration methods to 

the collection of spinning aperture imagery to perform defacto aperture synthesis. 

The resulting restorations were found to be better than imaging through a circular 

aperture of the equivalent diameter without post-processing. Moreover we found that 

multiframe estimation to be superior to aggregated processing. We now revisit this 

previous work to examine it in the context of pupil diversity. 

4.3.1 Simulation of Imagery for Reconstruction Processing 

Although the aperture is moving, we assume the imaging time to be sufficiently 

short, when compared to the rotational velocity of the aperture, as to approximate the 

aperture as fi.xed. With this assumption the OTFs at the various aperture orientations 

are well defined by equation (2.2) and the multiframe imaging model can be described 

by a distinct collection of observations. Figure 4.6 depicts a 6 frame imaging example, 

where the object on the far left is filtered by a set of OTFs resulting from the 

various aperture orientations. The resulting image can be seen to the right of each 
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of these OTFs. Although each image is severely blurred in a particular orientation, 

the information from the equivalent full aperture system is present over the course 

of a half rotation. 

I ' 

Figure 4.6: Imaging through a spinning rectangular aperture. 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the imagery from the strip aperture is severely blurred in 

a particular orientation related to the OTF. A better view of this degradation can be 

seen in Figure 4.7, where a the object is shown along side a single strip aperture image 

and an image from a 30 frame aggregate. Below each image, their Fourier spectra 

are shown to emphasize the limited information that is available after imaging. The 

aggregate image spectrum shows the presence of the full circular aperture information 

and in effect acts as a simple form of aperture synthesis. 

4.3.2 Performance Comparison Under Varied Availability of Information 

The first study we conducted explored the behavior of the estimate quality while 

varying the availability of information. Here, we simulated cases where the system 
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Figure 4.7: The object 'Lenna', a single frame and the 30 frame aggregate image 

(top) , and their spectra (bottom) . 

acquired 6, 10, 15 and 30 images in one rotation.t As can be seen in the aggre

gated OTFs in Figure 4.8, these situations provide cases ranging from large gaps to 

substantial redundancy with in the cutoff frequency of the equivalent diameter, full 

aperture system. 

These four cases were simulated in a noise free imaging environment along with 

one containing signal dependent Poisson noise (SDPN). To compare the results from 

the SFPMAP algorithm to the MFPMAP, we measured the mean squared error 

(MSE) in the estimate based on the equivalently bright object. This metric is then 

tThe minimum number of frames to make a complete measurement of the circular aperture 

passband for the simulated rectangular aperture aspect ratio of 8:1 is 13 frames. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 4.8: Aggregated OTFs using (a) 6, (b) 10, (c) 15, and (d) 30 frames. 

normalized by computing the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) in the estimate as 

shown in equation ( 4.2). 

"n ( (max(f) )
2 

) 
PSNR(f , f) = 10 log10 ( ... ) 

II!- fnll 2 
(4.2) 

As a baseline reference, we produced an image representative of the raw output 

from a circular aperture system whose diameter is the same as the length of the strip 

aperture. Plots of the PSNR of the estimates during processing for the noise free and 

SDPN cases can be seen in Figure 4.9. The reference PSNR curves shown in these 

graphs are constant over the range of iterations since they represent the image as it 

was obtained from the unsynthesized aperture system without any post-processing. 

As can be seen on the curves, both aggregate and multiframe processing offer nearly 

equivalent results for the 6 frame case. But as the number of frames increased, the 

PSNR in the multiframe estimates increased accordingly while the aggregated results 

remained about the same. 
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Figure 4.9; Noise free (top) and SDPN (bottom) results from SFPMAP (left) and 

MFPMAP (right). 
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4.3.3 SNR Equalization Concerns 

With the formulations of the SFPMAP and MFPMAP algorithms restoring ob

jects of different intensities, a great deal of caution should be taJien in comparing 

their simulated estimation performance. To offer a fair comparison, it is necessary 

to equalize the total number of photons each method utilizes during imaging, and 

detection. This, in turn, provides an equalization of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) 

between the techniques. 

To begin, the total photons experienced by a given method can be determined 

by integrating the photon flux, 0, through an aperture over a period of time. For 

the SFPMAP aperture area, we compute the overlay of all the frames, which 

is approximated by the area of circle of equal diameter. The flux through this area 

is assumed constant while integrated over time, to provide the total number of 

photons traveled through this aperture. 

Similarly, the total number of photons seen by the MFPMAP algorithm can be 

computed by simply scaling the photon count through one of the strip apertures by 

the number of frames used. 

The SNR equalization is achieved by setting these two quantities equal to each other, 

JPa = A a M A  (4.3) 

Ps = MAs<t>ts- (4.4) 

Ps = PA. (4.5) 

We solve this by first substituting in their respective equations. 

MAs(t>ts = AA<i>tA (4.6) 
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and then solving for one of the integration times, 

= AlM-

Since the integration time directly relates to the image brightness, the integration 

times can be combined into a ratio to yield a scaling constant, A's-

This scaling is applied to the simulation object to create one that the iVIFPMAP 

algorithm will try to restore. The SFPMAP will use the unsealed object. 

= Ksf{x,y) (4.9) 

/.4(-r,!/) = (4.10) 

4.3.4 Performance Comparison Under Varied Imaging SNR 

Unlike the results in Section 4.3.2, the individual images acquired from the rotated 

strip apertures were not combined together into the aggregate. Instead, the OTFs 

were averaged and used to filter the object, /^(x, t/), to generate the aggregate image. 

This ensured the photon counts remained equal to both algorithms. 

With this normalization accomplished, we now examined how these two PMAP 

formulations behaved under various imaging SNRs in the 30 frame case, where there 

is redundant coverage in the frequency domain. To do this, we presented objects 

with varying photon counts such as to provide imaging SNR ranging from 15 dB to 

25 dB. The objects where then scaled as described by equations (4.9) and (4.10). As 
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before we compute the PSNR in the estimates during processing as shown in Figure 

4.10. 

Results from processing the best SNR case in the second experiment for the noise 

free and SDPN cases are shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. As a basis for 

comparison, refer back to Figure 4.7 where the original object, its full spectrum along 

with a single frame image and a 30 frame aggregate are shown. The bandwidth exten

sion, as shown in the estimate figures, can be accounted for by the prior information 

used in their formulation.^ Clearly, the SDPN hinders the bandwidth extension 

achieved in the estimates. 

4.3.0 Wiener Restoration Performance 

Traditional linear restoration techniques have been around from some time. As 

we had discussed earlier, the well known Wiener filter (WF) is the optimal linear 

restoring filter in the minimum MSB (MMSE) sense. It is an inverse filter which rolls 

off smoothly at the optical cutoff frequency ba^ed on the known or estimated image 

SNR. Again, the SNR here is defined as the ratio of the object PSD, 0o, to the noise 

PSD. The estimate is generated by filtering the image in the frequency domain 

as described by equation (2.11). 

^The degree of super-resolution attempted in these simulations is limited by the amount the 

passband content was oversampled. Here, the sampling grid was about 3 times larger than the 

passband support and thus the PMAP variants could potentially achieve a 300 percent increase in 

resolution. 
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Estimate Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.11: Noise free results from 'Lenna': SFPMAP (top) and MFPMAP (bot

tom). 
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Estimate Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.12: SDPN results from 'Lenna': SFPMAP (top) and MFPMAP (bottom). 
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Since the true object PSD is unknown and noise PSD can only be estimated, 

the SNR is usually left as a tunable parameter. In an additive white Gaussian 

noise (AWGN) scenario, the noise PSD is a constant, an, and the tunable parameter 

simplification is reasonable. In our situation, the noise is SDPN and the noise PSD 

is poorly characterized by a constant. While this compromises the optimality of 

the WF, this restoration method remains a useful gauge by which to compare our 

super-resolved estimates. 

Estimate Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.13: WF restorations: aggregated first (top) and restored first (bottom). 

To generate WF estimates, we took two different approaches. The first approach 

substituted in the aggregate image and OTF into equation (2.11) for their single 
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frame counterparts. The second method independently restored each frame and then 

aggregated the restorations together into the final estimate. Figure 4.13 shows these 

restorations, their Fourier spectra and their spectral correlations to the true object 

under SDPN imaging. Table 4.3 offers a quantitative PSNR comparison of these WF 

estimates to the PMAP results. The APSNR/moge column represents the relative 

improvement in PSNR over the unprocessed image and the APSNRfu/Uperture column 

shows the relative improvement in PSNR over an unprocessed image obtained from 

an equivalent diameter full aperture system. 

Estimate PSNR APSNR/,„age APSNRf ull Aperture 

WF (Restore First) 
WF (Aggregate First) 
SFPMAP 
MFPMAP 

18.95 dB 
21.89 dB 
22.29 dB 
23.70 dB 

+2.82 dB 
+5.51 dB 
+5.92 dB 
+7.57 dB 

-2.11 dB 
+0.83 dB 
+1.23 dB 
+2.64 dB 

Table 4.3: WF estimate performance comparison under SDPN. 

It should be restated that the WF is the optimal linear MMSE estimator when 

used with the appropriate SNR term. Also it is constrained to restore within the op

tical passband. In contrast, the PMAP algorithms are maximum Poisson probability 

estimators. They are decisively nonlinear and are capable of recovering beyond the 

optical cutoff. 

4.3.6 Optimality Proof of Multiframe Processing 

One notable result from this study is the consistently superior estimation perfor

mance of the MFPMAP algorithm over the aggregated version. Clearly, the aggrega

tion process is irreversible and thus must lose some object information. Rather than 
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attempt to calculate this information loss, we look at the amount of object ambigu

ity that exists within each of the two algorithm formulations. To prove MFPMAP 

superiority, we look at an arbitrary two-frame scenario, where an object vector /, is 

mapped into two different data vectors, and £2, through two non-identical linear 

PSF matrices, Hi and 1^2 as stated by 

W i - /  =  5 i  

H . , - /  =  5 2 .  ( - t . i l )  

With each of these operators, there is an associated null space which relates to the 

ambiguity the operator imposes upon the inverse problem of estimation. The null 

space resides about the object vector, creating a set of admissible objects which are 

all consistent with the available data. For the two frames, the sets of admissible 

solutions are given by 

Sh = {/:^i-/-a=o} 

S h  =  { / : W 2 - / - ^ = o }  ( 4 . 1 2 )  

These sets represents all the possible objects that appear identical when "seen" 

through each of the respective operators. In our study, we examined two different 

ways in producing estimates. The MFPMAP algorithm pursues an estimate until it 

is consistent with both images simultaneously. Thus, the resulting set of admissible 

solutions is the intersection of each individual admissible set as stated by 

5M = 5in'S'2. (4.13) 
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This results in there being fewer admissible objects when processing the measured 

data vectors jointly versus processing each frame independently. 

In contrast, the aggregated SFPMAP algorithm combines the data into a single 

image and operator and the resulting set of admissible solutions is written as 

- {L - (^1 • Z ~ £I) + (''^2 • / - £2) = 0} . (4.14) 

The aggregation of the data vectors means that a solution need only be consistent 

with a linear combination of the two data vectors. So in general we can write 

S A =  { L -  ("^1 • / - O'lii - (1 - 02)52) + (^2 • / - (I - ai )£i_ - 02^) = 0} . 

(4.15) 

For a given pair of weights, we can define two sets as 

5/,(ai,a2) = { I ' - H i - f - a i g ^ - { I - 0 2 ) 9 2 = 0 ]  

5/2(01,02) = {/: ̂ 2 •/-(1 - Q!i)^-02^ = 0} . (4.16) 

It is the intersection of these two sets which exists within 5.4. The set of all admissible 

solutions for the aggregate case is simply the union over all possible choices of the 

weights, expressed as 

5^ = IJ (5/1(01,02) n 5/2(0:1,02)) . (4.17) 
a I,at 

It is important to note that solution set SM exists cis a subset of SA- This Ccin be 

ecisily seen by setting both weights to 1. Therefore, we can conclude that multiframe 

processing results in a tighter null-space region about the true object and thus yields 

better estimates. 
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It is interesting to note the effects of introducing perfect imaging into this scenario. 

By perfect imaging it is meant that the operator is defined by a Dirac-delta function 

which results in the object imaging to itself. By inspection, it is observable that the 

intersection set contracts to the object point itself when one of the operators is a 

Dirac-delta function, while the aggregate set remains a set. So with perfect imaging 

in one of the frames, the MFPMAP algorithm will yield the true object while the 

SFPMAP will yield some inferior estimate. 

As a verification of this limiting case, we revisit a spinning aperture scenario which 

has 25 frames in a half rotation. To this set of frames we add a 26th frame which 

contains the object itself. With the object, we associated a Dirac-delta function as 

its PSF. Using these 26 frames we compute PMAP estimates using the multiframe 

and aggregate single frame approaches. Table 4.4 summarizes the results from this 

experiment conducted using noise-free and 20 dB SNR imagery. In the noise-free 

case the MSE of the MFPMAP estimate is limited to the numerical accuracy of the 

computer used in the simulation while the aggregated SFPMAP estimate was 12 

orders of magnitude worse. While this disparity reduces in the presence of noise, 

it s still clear that multiframe processing produced and estimate which rivaled the 

aggregate result. 

Method Noise-Free Imagery 20 dB. SNR Imagery 
SFPMAP 
MFPMAP 

L93e+01 
2.37e-ll 

2.63e-t-0I 
3.65e-0I 

Table 4.4: MSE of estimates using an ensemble which contains the true object. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

Cleaxly, pupil diversity offers a more efficient way of inducing large Fourier domain 

coverage with minimal redundancy over simple wavelength diversity. The effective

ness of wavelength diversity relies completely on the range of wavelengths used. Even 

if there is a large bandpass, there is always redundant coverage within the longer wave

length channels. This is evident in that there were only minor benefits to processing 

the multispectral data jointly over processing the wideband image as an aggregate 

case. 

The effectiveness of pupil diversity to induce such varied spectral information 

also amplifies the differences between processing the frames in joint ensemble versus 

together as an aggregate. The multiframe approach has superior performance char

acteristics to the aggregated approach. Even though the Wiener restoration of the 

aggregated frames had a superior PSNR over the aggregate of independent restora

tions, the radial e.xtent of the accurate restoration was still larger. This discrepancy 

can be accounted for by the fact the truly optimal linear restoring filter is clearly not 

an uniform aggregate of the independent restorations but rather some weighted filter

ing process. In the next chapter, we revisit the Wiener filter and extend it formally 

into a truly optimal multiframe estimator. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Optimal Multiframe Linear Estimation 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, we examined how we can improve upon our estimations 

by processing only the best imagery. Moreover, we found that processing data jointly 

is always superior to processing data in an aggregate. By jointly, we mean that 

the optimization objective sought by the estimation algorithm considered each frame 

independently rather than in an aggregate. It is interesting to think of frame selection 

as a crude form of weighting our data. That is, we weight the best frames with a 

'one' to keep the data in the ensemble and with a 'zero' to remove the data from the 

ensemble. Obviously, this simple minded weighting scheme is suboptimal. What we 

really desire is an optimal weighting of our data within a restoration algorithm which 

processes the ensemble jointly. 

This weighting need not be a global multiplier for each frame. Instead, it should 

fully balance the SNR of ail the data independently at every location across the 

Fourier domain. For a single frame restoration, this problem heis already been solved. 

The Wiener filter is an ideally weighted inverse filter in a minimum mean-squared 

error (MMSE) sense, [17]. For every position in the frequency domain, there is a 

weighting that is based on the ratio of the power spectral density (PSD) of the 

object to that of the noise. This PSD ratio can be thought of 85 a spectral SNR. We 
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now extend the Wiener filter from the single frame case to the general multiframe 

image restoration filter. We will compare the performance of the multiframe Wiener 

filter (MFWF) against the two alternatives of restoring an aggregate of the imagery 

and aggregating a set of independent restorations. 

5.2 Discrete Imaging Model 

We consider a collection of independent observations, {5,}, of an object distribu

tion, /, measured in the presence of additive noise as stated by 

gi = hi* f + m Vz = 1..M, (5.1) 

where hi is a spatial domain filter and n,- is a realization of additive noise. The 

notation, (x), for the spatial coordinate is cissumed. Equation (5.11) can be rewritten 

in a column-ordered vector form yielding 

g^ = 'Hi-l + Ri Wi = I..M. (5.2) 

The image, object and noise realization vectors are all of dimension x 1 and the 

filter matrix Hi is a x Toeplitz matrix. The above set of linear equations can 

stacked together and expressed as 

g = ' H - £  +  n .  (5.3) 

Here, the object remains of dimensionality x 1 while the image and noise re

alizations are stacked into vectors of dimension MN^ x 1. The stack of filters are 

expressed in a matrix of dimensions MN'^ x 
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5.3 General Restoring Filter 

We now consider the most general form for a linear restoring filter 

/ = £•£, (5.4) 

where C  is some x M N ^  matrix. We can of course partition C  into M  square 

matrices and equation (5.4) becomes 

1=1 

or in terms of linear convolution 

f = ^li*9,. (5.6) 
1=1 

In Fourier domain this becomes 

F = f; L.- • Gi. (5.7) 
1=1 

with the Fourier coordinate notation, (u), assumed. Substituting the Fourier trans

form of equation (5.1) into (5.7) we find that our estimate is expressed 

F = J2Li{Hi-F + Ni). (5.8) 
i=l 
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5.4 Optimal Estimation 

The optimal filter we seek provides the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) 

linear restoration of the object distribution which is stated as 

{f{x) — /(x)] ^ = minimum. (5.9) 

By Parseval's theorem this can be written in the Fourier domain as 

= (5.10) 

Additionally, we can write the above mean of a sum as a sum of the means yielding 

U * ' 

Again, dropping the (u) coordinate notation, we square the modulus out revealing 

'' = 11 + {1^1')-{F-r)~{F--F). (5.12) 
U 

where 

(|FP) = S,(») = S,. (.5.13) 

With the statistical assumptions that the object is independent of the noise and that 

any noise realization is independent from any other, we can write the other terms in 

equation (5.12) as 
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(1^1') = + + ^ (5.14) 

/ M \ / M \ * M 
= + E ( l J v . P > - ( w ; )  

and 

- ( F f - ) - ( F - . F )  =  - ( I F ? )  {  { E +  [ f . ' - ' ^ < ) ] -  ( ' ' I S )  

Substituting the above expressions into equation (5.12) gives us 

( /  M  \  /  M  \  '  M  
Si + s, L.Hij ^ (S«£,£-) 

M  \  /  M  

-S, I ( £ + (^|; £i/fi) I). (5.16) 

5.5 MSE Minimization 

We wish to use the standard practice of multidimensional calculus to optimize our 

MMSE objective, [40]. We can express equation (5.16) as 

=  ̂ J [ { H i }  ,  { L i } , S f ,  {5/v,}] = minimum (5.17) 
U 

In order to achieve our objective in this case, it is sufficient to solve 
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M 
(5.18) 

t=l 

= 0 Vi=l . .M.  

Dividing through by Sf and moving Hj to the other side gives us the set of equations 

Z{L.H.H]) + ^L,=^HJ Vj = l.. 
i=l 

M (5.19) 

Writing this in matrix from these are expressed as 

[ H M H ; ]  

(ffwWj-) 

1 

• 

L2 II 

H', 

1 
is: '-J 

•
 

1 

•
 

1 

(5.20) 

Once the above set of filter coefficients, {Li], are solved at every location in the 

Fourier domain, the restoration can be performed as indicated in equation (5.7). As 

a minor point of validation, one can easily see that in the single frame scenario, the 

above problem reduces and we can obtain the standard Wiener filter solution 

IL 
S p  

(5 .21)  
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5.6 Multiframe Wiener Filter Performance Characteristics 

To examine the performance of our multiframe extension of the Wiener filter, we 

now look at a simple two frame scenario. For the object, we took a line intensity 

profile from the 'HST' image used in Chapter 2. As can be seen in Figure 5.1 below, 

it is a sparse function with strong high frequency content. Also shown is an example 

of a filter (i.e. an OTF) used to create the image to its right. 

3600 

3000 

2500 

2000 

[ 
tsoo 

1000 

soo 

o.« • / 

0,1 • / 

0.7 • / 

0.1 • / 

/ 
0.4 • / 

0.2 - / 

OJ • / 

0.1 • / 

0^ ' ' ' ' ' 
-1 -0.1 -0.1 -4.4 -02 0 

SO 2S0 too 200 300 400 460 SOO 

Figure 5.1: The object of our simulation (top) is shown along with an example OTF 

(bottom-left) and its resulting image frame (bottom-right). 
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In our first study, we fix the SNR of the second channel such that it has a channel 

SNR of 0 dB while we vary the SNR of the second channel. With the pair of images 

from the noisy channels, we compute the multiframe Wiener restoration , the single 

frame Wiener restoration using the first channel, the aggregate of independent chan

nel restorations and the restoration of the two frame aggregate. The single frame case 

is equivalent to applying frame selection by choosing the highest SNR frame. The 

two aggregate cases represent the approaches that we had used earlier in Chapter 

4. The restoration ISNR as a function of the channel SNR in this scenario can be 

seen in Figure 5.2. Clearly, the iVIFWF is an upper bound to all other Wiener filter 

implementations. It is interesting to note how the frame selection case asymptotically 

reaches the MFWF performance as the channel SNR increases. 

To understand the complete performance characteristics, we now allow the channel 

SNR of the second channel to vary independently of the first channel while computing 

the various Wiener restorations. Figure 5.3 shows the restoration performance of the 

methods while varying the two frame SNRs independently between 0 dB and 60 

dB. Clearly, when there is a significant SNR disparity between the two channels the 

MFWF yields the best ISNR results. But as the SNRs of the two frames become 

equivalent, the restoration of the aggregate produces greater ISNRs. Aggregation 

does indeed reduce the noise variance in the date, thus making subsequent restoration 

easier. Nevertheless, this result is more likely due to the simple PSD model used 

during restoration. As what is typically done in practice, we assumed the object 

and noise had constant PSD functions. Although this assumption is suboptimal, the 

MFWF remains overall the superior restoration method. 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of Wiener filter performance characteristics while restoring 

using two frames, one of which has a fixed channel SNR of 0 dB. 
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Besides exploring the performance characteristics under the changing SNRs, we 

are interesting in understanding the Wiener filter implementations behaviors under 

changing OTF cutoff frequencies. In this case, we have fixed SNR for both channels 

at 10 dB. The cutoff frequencies for the two channels are varied independently, for 32 

cases, from i^gth to jth the folding frequency. Figure 5.4 display the performance of 

Wiener restoration methods under this varying cutoff frequency case. There is still 

ambiguity with regards to which method is best when faced with nearly equivalently 

cutoff frequencies. Again, we attribute this to the suboptimal PSD assumptions we 

made earlier. While not as substantially superior as in the last scenario, the MFWF 

remains the superior method overall. 

•5.7 Performance of the MFWF in the Diversity Channel Cases 

It is problematic to compare the performance of the MFWF against the aggre

gate cases when using wavelength diverse measurements. The multispectral imagery 

contains within it a natural weighting of the spectral bands which an aggregated 

approach leaves intact when computing a restoration. The MFWF, however, weights 

the frames according the their respective SNRs. While this weighting produces an 

estimate with the highest passband fidelity with respect to the true object, it restora

tion results in a different pajichromatic distribution. This issue is non-existent when 

dealing with a gray object. That is, an object whose distribution does not change 

with wavelength. To allow for a comparative study of the Wiener filters, we will 

simply use the panchromatic objects from Chapter 4 as the narrowband objects for 

all of the spectral bands. 
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Figure 5.3: Multiframe Wiener filter restoration performance characteristics for in-

dependently varying image SNRs. 
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Figure 5.4: Multiframe Wiener filter restoration performance characteristics for in-

dependently varying channel cutoff frequencies. 
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Figure 5.5: Gray objects used to generate wavelength diversity data (left) and pupil 

diversity data (right) for the Wiener restoration methods. 

In contrary to the wavelength diversity scenario, the spinning aperture case is a 

much better candidate to be processed by the MFWF. Here, all the frames are imaged 

in same narrowband as the imaging system pupil rotates. Thus, we always have, in 

a sense, a gray object. Since this type of system is intended to look at astronomical 

phenomena, which tend to be sparse, we use the 'HST' object from Chapter 3. Figure 

5.5 shows the gray objects used in these two channel diversity scenarios. 

For the wavelength diversity case, we use the narrowband OTFs to create the 10 

images of the gray object for all the bands. To this imagery we introduce additive 

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as a function of the wavelength such that we have a 

linearly varying channel SNR ranging from 10 dB to 20 dB.* For the pupil diversity 

case, we used a set of 25 OTFs, representative of 25 equally spaced pupil orientations , 

to generate the imagery. To this pupil diverse imagery we introduce AWGN such that 

each frame had a channel SNR of 20 dB. Using the simulated imagery from these 

*Poisson noise is signal dependent which contradicts the MFWF fundamental assumption of 

additive noise 
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two cases, we performed restoration using the variations of the Wiener filters. The 

ISNR of the various restorations are summarized on Table 5.1. The reconstructions 

themselves can be found in figures 5.6 and 5. 7. 

Method Wavelength Diversity Case Pupil Diversity Case 
MFWF Restoration 6.63 dB 2.43 dB 

Aggregate of WF Restorations 6.43 dB 0.61 dB 
WF Restoration of Aggregate 4.45 dB 2.18 dB 

Table 5.1: Summary of ISNR performances of all Wiener reconstructions using the 

diverse data. 

Figure 5.6: Wavelength diversity reconstructions using MFWF (left), aggregate of 

WF restorations (middle) and WF restoration of aggregate image (right). 

5.8 Conclusions 

In this chapter we developed the MFWF. We examined how the appropriate 

weighting of data allows us to improve upon our estimations even while including 

the frames with the lowest SNR and smallest cutoff frequencies. This alone proves 
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Figure 5. 7: Pupil diversity reconstructions using MFWF (left), aggregate of WF 

restorations (middle) and WF restoration of aggregate image (right). 

that, no matter what frame selection scheme we may devise, it will always be subop

timal. Additionally, the MFWF also serves as another example of the superiority of 

processing frames jointly over aggregate processing. 

While the MFWF algorithm is optimal in a MMSE sense, it is fundamentally a lin

ear filter and as such it is not capable of producing super-resolution. Taking a lesson 

from the MFWF, one can see the potential to improve upon MFPMAP algorithm. 

Instead of the simple minded zero-one weighting scheme of frame-selection one might 

seek out the appropriate weighting of the data. This weighting, however, must come 

out the maximum a-posteriori probability objective not the MMSE objective. We 

leave to future work the development of MFPMAP algorithms which properly weight 

the joint estimate in a suitable manner. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Closing Remarks 

The inverse problem of estimating an object from its images is ill-posed. The am

biguity brought forth by the imaging operators are in effect a many-to-one mapping. 

Modern approaches to this problem pose the estimation as an optimization problem, 

often with constraints and often with some statistical intuition. Despite all this, the 

object is left to lie in a set of probable solutions and the optimal estimates are only 

approximations to the truth. 

In Chapter 3, we examined two effective ways of improving multiframe estimation 

from short-exposure imagery. Using frame selection we were able to create estimates 

with a higher ISNR and with less image frames and processing time. These superior 

results occurred when faced with imperfect turbulent PSF models. It was interesting 

that it did not matter significantly which frame-selection measure was employed. In 

their own way, each metric measured the concentration of light in a frame . Because 

selection of the top subset of images was performed on the basis of relative compar

isons using any given measure, the actual metric used was not that important. Only 

if precise ordering of frames is important did we find that Fisher information was the 

most consistent measure in the face of poor SNRs. Additionally, we saw that Fisher 

information provided the best criterion for detecting glinted frames in a set of space 

object imagery. 
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We also demonstrated the increased spectral recovery brought about by compen

sating for an additive background. The stronger correlations to the object found in 

the estimate spectra, clearly demonstrate the enhanced super-resolution. The back

ground subtraction followed by the positivity enforcement acted as a defacto support 

constraint and recovered the original object sparseness, which had been shown ear

lier in eq (2.9) to be a key limiting factor to super-resolution. It is also important to 

note that this background compensation is equivalent to a project onto a convex set 

(POCS). It is well known, that POCS based algorithms are capable super-resolving 

imagery themselves, [5, 6]. This may imply that any desired convex constraint, that 

is directly enforcible on the initial estimate, can be turned into a reasonable prepro

cessing step. 

In Chapter 4, we examined the potential improvements channel diversity can offer 

in a multiframe imaging scenario. Both wavelength diversity and pupil diversity 

offered methods of varying the passband support in a dilute aperture system. The 

spinning aperture scenario just happen to be a much more effective way of spanning 

a large synthesized passband in Fourier domain. Looking at the research others have 

done in the area phcise-diversity, as well as our own work, we can see a common 

diversity theme. That channel diversity is really any aspect of the pupil that can be 

altered over the course of imaging to overcome some other systematic or external short 

coming. Furthermore, we can see how both the frame-selection preprocessing and 

the multiframe Wiener algorithm fit into this model. In the frame-selection scenario, 

we can envision a system which only stores images that exceed the image quality 

measures of some threshold. While this is not exactly the same as the algorithm 
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proposed in Chapter 3, it is causal. For the frame weightings designed by a multiframe 

Wiener filter, appropriate neutral density filters can be designed into the optical 

system. These density filters would have a spatially varying transmittance functions 

and would be inserted in the Fourier plane of the optical system. The resulting 

imaging would be equivalent to a MFWF realized with the simple PSD models used 

in Chapter 5. 

Another important result from Chapter 4 is the superiority of joint data consis

tency objectives over the aggregated ones. All the simulations we performed indicate 

that processing the frames with an algorithm based on optimizing a joint constraint, 

rather than an aggregate constraint, will always yields better estimates. This result 

may be provable from an information theory standpoint, but was easily justified by 

a set theoretic null-space argument. 

In Chapter 5, we developed the multiframe Wiener filter. Analysis of restoration 

results clearly demonstrated the benefits of the joint MMSE objective over the ag

gregated objective. The appropriate weighting of the image frames allowed for the 

inclusion of poor SNR imagery into an ensemble while improving upon the overall 

estimate. It might be the case that the MFWF is the dual to the "water-filling" 

problem in information theory. In this problem, we have non-identically but inde

pendent AWGN in a set of communication channels with the constraint that there is 

a fixed amount of total power that we can allocate overall. The solution is an optimal 

balance (i.e. weighting) of the channel powers, where there is more power assigned to 

those channels with the higher SNRs. When done correctly, the solution is optimal 
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in that it achieves the fundamental rate-distortion limit. For an excellent description 

of this problem and associated solution see [41]. 

It also is important to note that idea of weighting frames seems to contradict 

the processing of frame selection. Our results indicate that all the images, even 

the ones that underwent the worst degradation, can be included to the benefit of 

estimation. Nevertheless, in cases where the correct weighting is unknowable or there 

are computation constraints, frame selection remains an important preprocessing 

strategy. 
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Appendix A 

Multiframe PMAP Algorithm Derivation 

A.l Multiframe Objective 

The multiframe PMAP algorithm (MFPMAP) is the generalization of the tradi

tional PMAP formulation to a multiple observation model. The estimate is derived 

from the maximization of MAP the objective function as stated by 

/ = argmax{yM.4F(/, {fif.})} (A.l) 

where 

= P(/Ha» = 

Since the M observations {^r,} are made independently, the conditional probability of 

the image set on the object can be separated into a product of each frame's probability 

density function (PDF). Taking the natural logarithm of the objective function yields 

\nJMAp{f,{gi}) = j]lnp(5.|/) + lnp(/) + ^iapigi). (A.3) 
i=l i=l 

The first term in equation (A.3) states the maximum-likelihood objective. The inclu

sion of the second term brings forth the prior knowledge to form the MAP objective. 

The last term is not a function of our estimate and is subsequently dropped from 

the formulation. Before we Ccin proceed with the maximization of (A.3) we must 

substitute in our statistical models for the object and its images. 
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A.2 Object Statistical Model 

The object itself is some unknown deterministic entity. Observations are made 

by the collection of photons emitted or reflected from its surface. These emission 

processes represent a random aspect of this problem and they both follow Poisson 

statistics. For mathematical tractability, these processes can be modeled as a collec

tion of independent point sources such that the object PDF is described as 

TT (/(I. 

The function f { x , y )  represents the mean photon emission rate at that particular 

(x,y) coordinate. 

.A.3 Image Statistical Model 

.'^s with the emission process, the detection process also follows Poisson statis

tics. Each image results from the object photons propagating though the optics and 

detected by a photon counting device. Assuming statistical independence between 

image locations, the conditional PDF of the image given the particular object can be 

written as 

= n (A.5) 

Here, the mean detection rate is defined by the object convolved with the specific PSF, 

(/* hi){x,y). Later, we will replace this object term with the current estimate. This 

will be the basis for a data consistency constraint in the formulation. As mentioned 
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earlier, each frame is obtained independently from the others and thus the joint PDF 

i n  t h e  m u l t i f r a m e  c a s e  c a n  b e  d e s c r i b e d  b y  t h e  p r o d u c t  o f  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  P D F s  a s  

stated by 

A.4 Objective Maximization 

With the two key statistical processes defined, we can return our attention to 

the maximization of the objective in this optimization problem. To maximize our 

objective, we will take the classic gradient approach. At a maocimum, the gradient 

with respect to our object is zero as stated 

d  I n  J M A P H ,  9 i )  
d f  

d i n p i f )  _ ^ d Z ^ L ^ [ n p i g i \ f )  

d f  d f  

= 0 Var,y .  (A.7)  

=  0 (A.8)  
(®.y)  

The partial derivative of p { f )  with respect to / is straightforward when the facto

rial term in equation (A.4) is approximated with the simplified form of Sterling's 

approximation, 

l n / ! « / l n /  — / .  ( A . 9 )  

Using this substitution along with the properties of the natural logarithm we obtain 
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d [ n p { f )  

d f  

d  

(x.y) d f { x , y )  1 

- fix',  y') In fix', y') + fix', y') 

=  [ n f { x ' , y ' ) -  ( ^ i n  f { x ' , y ' )  +  f i x ' ,  y ' ) j ^ J ; - y ^ ^  + 1  
X ~X y'=y 

\ n f { x , y )  -  I n  f i x , y ) .  (A.IO) 

Similarly, the partial derivative of detection statistics with respect to the object is 

derived as follows. 

d l n p i { g i } \ f )  

d f  
^  ^ Y l 9 i i x \ y ' ) \ n [ i f * h i ) i x ' , y ' ) ]  

(r,y) 9fix,y) 

- i f *  h i ) i x ' ,  y ' )  -  ln[5,(x', t/')!] 
r'ssx y'=y 

( A . l l )  

In order to evaluate the partial derivatives of the terms undergoing convolution, 

we must fully express each instance of the convolution operation in the its discrete 

summation form as follows. 
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^lnp({5.}|/) 

df 

M 

{x,y) 1=1 x'.b' 

d 

d f { x , y )  
In Y ,  nx ' \ y ")K( x ' - x \ y ' - y " )  

£ , y  

d 

9 f { x , y )  
Y1 y' - y") X —X y'=y 

t  '  x - ^ y  y )  L I  I  I  \  

^  g i i ^ ^ y )  L + i  ,  
L f t  U M —; ~ M * ^ i i - ^ ^ y ) -f^\{f*ki){x,y) y 

( A . 1 2 )  

As in Chapter 2, the notation h f { x , y )  represents the adjoint of k i { x , y ) .  Substituting 

(A.10) and (A.12) into the objective equation (A.8) yields 

, - i ) ' k U . , y )  =  0  V x . , .  
\ f i ^ ^ y ) J  U \ i f * ^ < ) i ^ ^ y )  J  

(A.13) 

Thus our objective is maximized (at least locally) when an appropriate object f { x , y )  

is found which satisfies (A.13) on a pixel by pixel basis. 

A.5 The MFPMAP Algorithm 

Finding a suitable solution to (A.13) is not trivial. A common practice for im

plementing a solution to such an optimization problem is to pose it in the form of a 
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functional iteration as given by 

(A.14) 

The function F[-] is the estimate update function. Provided this function forms a 

contractive mapping, this method will converge to a fixed point in the domain of 

feasible solutions. Fortunately, the PMAP objective leads to such a mapping, albeit 

there may exist more than one fixed point in the domain, [42]. By exponentiating 

both sides of (A. 13) and multiplying through by the object term, the beginnings of 

an estimate update equation are revealed. 

1=1 

9 i i ^ ^ y )  
. { /  * h i ) { x , y )  

- 1 * h f { x , y )  \/x,y (A.15) 

By making the assertion that the photon emission rate of the object is equal to the 

current estimate, we arrive at the multiframe PMAP estimate update equation. 

M 
/ " + ' ( x , y )  =  r { x , y )  X  I J e x P  

1=1 

9 i { ^ , y )  

( / "  *  h i ) { x , y )  - 0 \ / x , y  (A.16) 

This method makes an estimate update after computing the aggregated gradient over 

the ensemble of frames. In practice, this method has been found to be numerically 

unstable, [43]. A successful implementation of this procedure was found by the 

introduction of a normalization factor and the resulting stable MFPMAP algorithm 

is given by 

M 
/"+^(x,i/) = Pix^y) X fjexp 

t=i kI, J,) 
Vi,!,. (A,17) 
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An alternate method to this batch update is to incrementally step through each frame, 

applying the instantaneous gradient to update the estimate at each step as stated by 

P + ^ { x , y )  =  r { x , y )  X  e x p  
y) 

(/" * /^((n))w)(l,2/) -0 Vx,y. 

(A.18) 

For compactness, we use the notation ( { n ) ) \ [  to represent (n modulo M ) .  By indexing 

the frames in this manner, the M frames will be cycled through as the number of 

iterations, n, increases. This incremental form of the MFPMAP algorithm proceeds 

to the same fixed point as the batch form on average, but without the simultaneous 

use of all the frames. 
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